Partial Depletion of Histone H4 Increases Homologous Recombination-Mediated Genetic Instability
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DNA replication can be a source of genetic instability. Given the tight connection between DNA replication and nucleosome assembly, we analyzed the effect of a partial depletion of histone H4 on genetic instability mediated by homologous recombination. A *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* strain was constructed in which the expression of histone H4 was driven by the regulated *tet* promoter. In agreement with defective nucleosome assembly, partial depletion of histone H4 led to subtle changes in plasmid superhelical density and chromatin sensitivity to micrococcal nuclease. Under these conditions, homologous recombination between ectopic DNA sequences was increased 20-fold above the wild-type levels. This hyperrecombination was not associated with either defective repair or transcription but with an accumulation of recombinogenic DNA lesions during the S and G2/M phases, as determined by an increase in the proportion of budded cells containing Rad52-yellow fluorescent protein foci. Consistently, partial depletion of histone H4 caused a delay during the S and G2/M phases. Our results suggest that histone deposition defects lead to the formation of recombinogenic DNA structures during replication that increase genomic instability.

Genetic instability leads to loss of cell fitness and is characteristic of cancer and a number of genetic diseases (31). This instability can be associated with errors during DNA replication. Thus, it is induced by either mutations affecting replication fork progression or replication inhibitors. In addition, genetic instability arises in S-phase checkpoint mutants in the absence of genotoxic agents, suggesting that DNA replication per se can be a source of spontaneous DNA rearrangements (28). Part of this instability involves DNA exchanges between homologous sequences, indicating that chromosomal rearrangements may result via homologous recombination from DNA lesions generated during replication. In accordance with this, homologous recombination has been shown to be required for the rescue of stalled replication forks in bacteria (13, 36, 50), and recombination intermediates have been physically detected during defective DNA replication in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (55, 69).

Newly replicated DNA is rapidly assembled into chromatin in a stepwise manner, with the initial deposition of the histone H3/H4 tetramers, followed by binding of two histone H2A/H2B dimers. Nucleosome assembly is catalyzed by histone chaperones and ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes. Two different chaperones, conserved from *S. cerevisiae* to humans, have been involved in replication-dependent chromatin assembly: CAF-1 (chromatin assembly factor 1) and Asf1 (antisilencing function 1) (1, 37, 59). CAF-1 and Asf1 physically interact with each other, cooperate in chromatin assembly in vitro, and participate with redundant and specific roles in heterochromatin silencing, transcription, and DNA repair (29, 51, 60). In addition to CAF-1 and Asf1, the histone chaperone Spt6 has been shown to control chromatin structure in vivo and to participate in nucleosome assembly in vitro (9).

DNA replication and chromatin assembly are tightly coordinated. The coupling between DNA replication and chromatin assembly is mediated by the proliferating cell nuclear antigen, which interacts physically with the largest subunit of CAF-1 (52) and functionally with both CAF-1 and Asf1 in heterochromatin silencing and in vitro chromatin assembly (29, 51). In addition, the coordination of DNA replication and nucleosome assembly relies on the coregulation of the levels of DNA and histone synthesis. Thus, histone gene expression is cell cycle regulated to ensure the accumulation of histones during DNA replication: histone genes are actively transcribed in late G1/early S and repressed in early G1, G2, and M phases (22, 42, 56). Consistently, replication inhibitors and mutations that block DNA synthesis lead to histone gene repression from *S. cerevisiae* to human cells (34, 54), and repression of histone genes inhibits DNA synthesis in human cells (40). In addition, a Rad53-dependent surveillance mechanism that regulates histone levels during both normal cell cycle progression and in response to DNA damage in *S. cerevisiae* has been recently reported (21).

The absence of the Asf1 chromatin assembly factor in *S. cerevisiae* increases genomic instability and sister chromatid exchange, suggesting that defective chromatin assembly may generate recombinogenic DNA lesions during DNA replication (46). Nevertheless, the function of Asf1 is not restricted to DNA replication. Asf1 is required for histone deposition during nucleotide excision repair in vitro (38) and for the repair of double-strand breaks (DSBs) and DNA lesions caused by UV light, methyl-methane sulfonate (MMS), and hydroxurea (HU) in vivo (30, 60). The activity of Asf1 in DNA repair seems to be mediated by its dynamic interaction with the checkpoint protein Rad53 (15, 23). In addition, Asf1 participates in the chromatin remodeling required for transcription regulation (2, 58).
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To determine whether inefficient chromatin assembly during DNA replication leads to genetic instability mediated by homologous recombination, a yeast strain expressing histone H4 under the control of the regulated tet promoter was constructed. As expected from the requirement for high histone levels for proper nucleosome assembly during replication, partial depletion of histone H4 altered chromatin structure. Importantly, such a depletion led to an increased frequency of homologous recombination that was associated with an accumulation of budded cells containing Rad52-yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) foci and with a delay of the cell cycle during the S and G2/M phases. The increase in recombination was not associated with defective DNA repair or transcription. These results link replication-dependent chromatin assembly and the control of genetic instability mediated by homologous recombination.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Yeast strains and growth conditions.** Yeast strains used in this study are listed in Table 1. Yeast cells were grown in synthetic complete (SC) medium as described previously (26). Doxycycline (DOX) was added to the medium at 0.25 or 5 μg/ml as indicated.

**Plasmids.** All plasmids used were centromeric. Plasmids pRS314-GL (44), pRS314-LNA, pRS314-LNAT (47), pRS316-SU, and pRS316-LYANS (18) contain the different recombinant systems used in this study. p413TARtetH4 contains HHF2 under the control of the tet promoter. p413TARtetH4 was constructed by inserting the following fragments into the vector pRS413 (53): the Xhol-EcoRI fragment from pCM176 (53), containing the tetR'-VP16 activator, at the Xhol-EcoRI site; the Sphl (blunt ended)-Xhol fragment from pCM242 (8), containing the tetR'-SSN6 repressor, at the Apal (blunt ended)-Xhol site; the Xhol (blunt ended)-BamHI fragment from pCM176, containing the ADH1::tetO7::CYC1TATA sequence, at the NotI (blunt ended)-BamHI site; and a BamHI fragment containing the HHF2 gene amplified by PCR with oligonucleotides 5'-GCAATGGATCCGATCAATTGTTCGT-3' and 5'-GATTCCTAGGACAGCCTGAAAATTTT-3', at the BamHI site. pWJ1344 is a centromeric plasmid containing the Rad52-YFP construct (R. Rothstein, Columbia University).

**Recombination and DNA repair assays.** Spontaneous recombination frequencies in plasmids harboring direct and inverted repeat sequences were obtained by fluctuation assays as the median value of six independent colonies as described previously (45). Yeast colonies were isolated in SC medium containing either 2% glucose or 2% galactose as indicated (44). MMS and HU sensitivities were determined by 10-fold serial dilutions plated onto SC medium containing either MMS or HU. Sensitivity to UV light was determined as previously described (20).

**Flow cytometry.** Analysis of DNA content was performed by flow cytometry (12). Mid-log-phase cells were fixed in 70% ethanol and stained for 30 min with 5 μg of propidium iodide/ml. Samples were sonicated to separate single cells and analyzed in a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson). Mid-log-phase BY4741 and BYtetH4-1C cell growth with 0.25 μg of DOX/ml was arrested in G1 by twice adding α factor at 2 and 5 μg/ml at 1- and 2-h intervals, respectively. For synchronization of BYtetH4-1C growth with 0.25 μg of DOX/ml, α factor at 5 μg/ml was added four times at intervals of 90 min. Then, cells were washed three times to remove the α factor and released in fresh medium for different times before DNA content analysis.

**Chromatin mobility by MNase digestion.** Mapping of micrococcal nuclease (MNase) cleavage sites was performed as previously described (11). Briefly, spheroplasts were prepared from mid-log-phase cells and then treated with different amounts of MNase. MNase-cleaved genomic DNA was extracted and run in 6% agarose gels for bulk chromatin analysis. Nucleosomal positioning along the endogenous GAL1 gene and the SU recombinant system was performed by indirect end labeling: MNase-treated DNA was restricted with either EcoRI (GAL1) or ClaI (pRS316-SU), resolved in 1.5% agarose gels, blotted to nitrocellulose membranes, and hybridized with an internal probe of the ClaI (pRS316-SU) or EcoRI (GAL1) restriction sites, following the procedure as described by Allers and Lichten (6) with the modifications of Wellinger et al. (63) in the absence of hexamine cobalt trichloride. DNA samples were run on 0.7% agarose gels containing either 4 or 8 μg of chloroquine/ml for 48 h at 2°C in order to resolve plasmid topoisomers (10). These were probed with either a ClaI-EcoRV LEU2 (pRS316-SU) or an EcoRI-Ndel FLPI (2μm circle) fragment and quantitated in a Fuji FLA3000 reader.

**Plasmid supercoiling analysis.** Total DNA from yeast cells transformed with pRS316-SU was isolated as described by Allers and Lichten (6) with the modifications of Wellinger et al. (63) in the absence of hexamine cobalt trichloride. DNA samples were run on 0.7% agarose gels containing either 4 or 8 μg of chloroquine/ml for 48 h at 2°C to resolve plasmid topoisomers (10). These were probed with either a ClaI-EcoRV LEU2 (pRS316-SU) or an EcoRI-Ndel FLPI (2μm circle) fragment and quantitated in a Fuji FLA3000 reader.

**RESULTS**

**Construction of a yeast strain partially depleted of histone H4.** In order to understand the role of chromatin assembly in genetic instability, we constructed a yeast strain in which his-
t::HHF2 could be partially depleted (Fig. 1A). This strain (t::HHF2) is a null mutant for the two copies of the histone H4 gene (hhf1Δ hhf2Δ) and contains a plasmid (p413TARtetH4) expressing \( \text{HHF2} \) under the control of the bacterial \( \text{tet} \) promoter, which responds to DOX in a dose-dependent manner.

(B) Growth analysis of \( \text{BYtetH4-10D} \) at 5 (t::HHF2[5]) or 0.25 (t::HHF2[0.25]) \( \mu\text{g} \) of DOX/ml or in the absence of DOX and of \( \text{BY4741} \) at 5 \( \mu\text{g} \) of DOX/ml (wild type [wt]). Cell growth of \( \text{BY4741} \) was not affected by the presence or absence of DOX (data not shown). (C) Histone H4 content from strains described in panel B as determined by Western blot analysis. Total protein content was determined by Coomassie staining. The luminescence signals corresponding to histone H4 in t::HHF2[5] and t::HHF2[0.25] cells were 71 and 52\% of the wild-type levels, respectively.

Partial depletion of histone H4 affects chromatin assembly.

To analyze the effect of partial depletion of histone H4 on chromatin assembly, plasmid supercoiling density and chromatin accessibility to MNase were determined. Since the assembly of one nucleosome introduces one negative superhelical turn in a circular DNA molecule (62, 65), a loss of plasmid superhelical density in cells partially depleted of histone H4 was expected. As can be seen in Fig. 2A, the endogenous 2μm plasmid in t::HHF2 cells displayed a shift in the distribution of topoisomers that indicated a loss of negative supercoiling, whereas the centromeric plasmid pRS314-SU displayed an increase in DNA supercoiling that was similar to that observed in the absence of the chromatin assembly factor Asf1 (data not shown; 46).

Partial MNase digestion of bulk chromatin leads to the formation of a nucleosome ladder (41). As observed in Fig. 2B, this ladder was more diffuse in t::HHF2[0.25] cells, pointing to a general loss of nucleosome density. However, the depletion of histone H4 in t::HHF2[5] cells was not sufficient to induce this chromatin alteration.

Partial depletion of histone H4 increases homologous recombination.

To determine the effect of partial depletion of histone H4 on homologous recombination, we used intramolecular recombination systems based on two direct repeats of a 0.6-kb internal fragment of the \( \text{LEU2} \) gene. Recombination between these repeats leads to the deletion of the intervening sequence and one of the repeats, generating a wild-type copy of the \( \text{LEU2} \) gene (45). The effect of partial depletion of histone H4 on inversions in the recombination system was also analyzed; the SU system differs from the \( \text{LYN} \) system only in the orientation of the repeats (Fig. 3A). Recombination between these repeats leads to the inversion of the intervening sequence and the formation of a...
FIG. 2. Analysis of plasmid superhelical density, chromatin accessibility, and nucleosome positioning in wild-type and t::HHF2 cells. (A) Topoisomer distribution of centromeric pRS316-SU and multicopy 2μm plasmids after electrophoresis in agarose gels containing 4 μg of chloroquine/ml. At this chloroquine concentration, negatively supercoiled topoisomers are resolved, consistent with a slower migration with 8 μg of chloroquine/ml (data not shown). r and sc indicate relaxed and negatively supercoiled plasmids, respectively. (B) MNase accessibility of bulk chromatin. MN, MNase I. (C and D) MNase digestion patterns of the endogenous GAL1 gene and the intervening sequence between the inverted leu2 repeats of the SU repeat system, respectively. A scheme of the analyzed sequences is shown on the left of each panel. Bands whose intensity is modified relative to the wild type are indicated with asterisks. Strains and other details are the same as for Fig. 1B.
wild-type copy of the LEU2 gene (45). As shown in Fig. 3A, deletions and inversions increased 5- to 10-fold above wild-type levels in hhf1Δ and hhf2Δ single mutants, in which histone H4 RNA accumulated at 40 and 80% of the wild-type levels, respectively (data not shown). Notably, the frequency of deletions increased 25- and 14-fold in t::HHF2[0.25] and t::HHF2[5] cells, respectively, and the frequency of inversions increased 22- and 18-fold, respectively (Fig. 3A). Therefore, partial depletion of histone H4 causes genetic instability mediated by homologous recombination.

To determine the genetic basis of the recombination events induced by partial depletion of histone H4, we analyzed the effects of rad52Δ, rad59Δ, and rad51Δ mutations (Fig. 3B), whose genetic consequences on recombination are known to depend on the type of event. Thus, deletions and inversions require Rad52 and Rad59, but they can occur efficiently in the absence of Rad51 (5, 7, 24, 48). As observed with wild-type cells, both deletions and inversions were partially dependent on Rad59 and completely dependent on Rad52 in t::HHF2[5] cells. However, the level of inversions stimulated by histone H4 depletion in rad51Δ cells was fourfold above the level in RAD51 cells. This indicates that homologous recombination in the absence of Rad51 is more efficient under conditions of histone H4 depletion. This is in agreement with the increase in

---

**FIG. 3.** Recombination in cells partially depleted of histone H4. (A) Frequencies of Leu+ recombinants in BY4741 (wild type [wt]), Y03144 (hhf1Δ), and Y15356 (hhf2Δ) at 5 µg of DOX/ml and BYtetH4-10D at either 5 (t::HHF2[5]) or 0.25 (t::HHF2[0.25]) µg of DOX/ml. (B) Frequencies of Leu+ recombinants in BY4741 (wt), BY51 (rad51Δ), BY59 (rad59Δ), Y10540 (rad52Δ), BYtetH4-10D (t::HHF2[5]), BY51tetH4 (t::HHF2[5] rad51Δ), BY59tetH4 (t::HHF2[5] rad59Δ), and BY52tetH4 (t::HHF2[5] rad52Δ) at 5 µg of DOX/ml. All strains carried either the pRS316-LY plasmid, harboring the direct repeat system LY, or the inverted repeat system SU, respectively. A scheme of each recombination system is shown at the top of the panels. The frequencies of Leu+ recombinants of wild-type, hhf1Δ, hhf2Δ, rad51Δ, rad52Δ, and rad59Δ strains were not affected by the presence or absence of DOX (data not shown). The averages and standard deviations of three or four median frequencies obtained with two or three independent transformants are shown.
recombination in rad51Δ cells carrying either a single copy of the histone H2A and H2B loci or the spt6-140 mutation (35) and the requirement for Rad51 in DSB-induced recombination in the silenced mating-type loci (57).

Our results suggest that recombinational repair may be a highly relevant process for the viability of cells partially depleted of histone H4. Consistent with this conclusion rad51Δ, asf1Δ, and rad52Δ strains are controls for UV light-, HU-, and MMS-induced DNA repair, respectively, and were analyzed at both 5 (t::HHF2[5]) and 0.25 (t::HHF2[0.25]) μg of DOX/ml. Since UV light, HU, and MMS sensitivities of wild-type, rad52Δ, asf1Δ, and rad1Δ strains were not affected by the presence or absence of DOX (data not shown), only the data for 5 μg of DOX/ml are shown for these strains.

Hyperrecombination induced by partial depletion of histone H4 is not associated with defective repair or transcription. Since the absence of the Asf1 and CAF1 chromatin assembly factors leads to defects in DNA repair and transcription (2, 17, 30, 58, 60), it was important to know whether partial depletion of histone H4 caused similar defects that could be associated with the increase in recombination. Thus, we analyzed the capacity of t::HHF2 cells to repair DNA lesions induced by either the alkylating agent MMS, the replication inhibitor HU, or UV light, which are subject to different DNA repair mechanisms (64). As can be seen in Fig. 4, t::HHF2 cell viability was not reduced by MMS or UV light and showed only a slight decrease at high levels of HU, as determined by CFU. Therefore, hyperrecombination in t::HHF2 cells seems not to be due to the recombinational processing of unrepaired DNA lesions.

Histone H4 depletion affects global transcription regulation but not the expression levels of recombination proteins (66). However, since transcription induces homologous recombination (4), we wondered whether recombination induced by histone H4 depletion could be mediated by transcription. To analyze this possibility, three recombination systems based on the same direct repeats as those in the LYΔNS system were used (Fig. 5). The first two systems differ in the presence (LNAT) or absence (LNA) of a terminator just downstream of the first leu2 repeat, which impedes transcription elongation progress through the intervening sequence located between the repeats. The third system (GL) is under the control of the GAL1 promoter; thus, transcription could be turned on and off with galactose or glucose, respectively. Recombination was analyzed in t::HHF2[5] cells for the LNA and LNAT systems because recombination levels were similar at 5 and 0.25 μg of DOX/ml (Fig. 3) and in hhf2Δ cells for the GL system because the GAL1 promoter was derepressed in t::HHF2 cells (data...
not shown). As can be seen in Fig. 5, hyperrecombination in t::HHF2[5] and hhf2Δ cells was independent of the transcriptional state of the DNA sequence (compare the LNA and GL [galactose] systems versus the LNAT and GL [glucose] systems). Therefore, hyperrecombination mediated by partial depletion of histone H4 is not dependent on transcription.

Hyperrecombination induced by partial depletion of histone H4 is related to defective DNA replication. Given the tight connection between nucleosome assembly and DNA synthesis, we wondered whether hyperrecombination in t::HHF2 cells was linked to DNA replication defects. Thus, we would expect that growth retardation in t::HHF2 cells was due to a delay during the S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle. In accordance with this, DNA content analysis of asynchronous cultures by flow cytometry showed an accumulation of t::HHF2 cells during the S and G2/M phases with both 0.25 and 5 μg of DOX/ml (Fig. 6A). Also, t::HHF2 cells accumulated as budded cells and showed a heterogeneous increase in cell size (Fig. 6A). To confirm the delay during S phase, cell cycle progression of α-factor-synchronized cultures was monitored by flow cytometry. As shown in Fig. 6B (time zero), a fraction of t::HHF2 cells could not be arrested in G1 with α factor, particularly in 0.25 μg of DOX/ml. It is possible that this fraction corresponds to those t::HHF2 cells accumulated in G2/M that do not progress into G1 and consequently do not respond to α factor. Alternatively, t::HHF2 cells could be less sensitive to α factor. Indeed, t::HHF2[0.25] cells required five times more α factor for synchronization than wild-type cells. This reduced sensitiv-
ity could also explain the apparent early entrance of t::HHF2 cells into S phase upon α-factor release (Fig. 6B, time 15'). Nevertheless, it is clear that most wild-type cells reached G2 while t::HHF2 cells accumulated in S phase at 30 min upon release from α-factor arrest. Therefore, cells partially depleted of histone H4 accumulate in S and G2/M phases, in agreement with replication-associated cell cycle defects.

To determine the importance of DNA replication, recombination in t::HHF2 cells was measured in the presence of HU, an inhibitor of nucleotide reductase, which pauses replication by limiting deoxynucleoside triphosphate pools (68). HU-mediated impairment of DNA replication has been shown to lead to single- and double-strand DNA breaks and an increase in homologous recombination (19, 49). Importantly, HU-induced DNA damage is repaired in t::HHF2 cells (Fig. 4C). As shown in Fig. 7A, HU treatment increased recombination up to 15-fold in wild-type cells and only 2-fold in t::HHF2 cells. In addition, recombination frequencies were the same in wild-type and t::HHF2 cells at 100 mM HU. The lack of an additive effect of histone H4 depletion and HU on recombination is consistent with the idea that replication is the major process affected in histone H4-depleted cells. In this regard, the spt16-197 point mutation of SPT16, an essential chromatin remodeling gene involved in replication (25), does not affect growth of t::HHF2 cells at either 5 or 0.25 μg of DOX/ml (data not shown). These results are consistent with the idea that the recombination events induced by partial depletion of histone H4 may be associated with replication defects.

Partial depletion of histone H4 leads to an accumulation of Rad52 foci during DNA replication. To determine whether recombogenic DNA lesions were accumulated during replication as a consequence of the depletion of histone H4, the formation of Rad52-YFP foci was analyzed. These foci have previously been shown to appear both spontaneously and in response to DSBs during S and G2/M phases, providing a
specific link between DNA replication and homologous recombination (32, 33). As previously published, Rad52-YFP foci were detected in 3% of unbudded (G1) and 18% of budded (S and G2/M) wild-type cells (Fig. 7B) (33). In t::HHF2 cells the Rad52-YFP foci appeared at wild-type levels (4%) in unbudded cells but increased to 46 and 51% in budded cells in the presence of 5 and 0.25 µg of DOX/ml, respectively (Fig. 7B). Therefore, partial depletion of histone H4 leads to an accumulation of DNA lesions during DNA replication that are repaired by homologous recombination.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study we show that partial depletion of histone H4 affects chromatin assembly and causes genetic instability by increasing the frequency of homologous recombination between ectopic DNA sequences. This increase in recombination is associated with an accumulation of Rad52-YFP foci and a cell cycle delay during the S and G2/M phases. Our results suggest that defective chromatin assembly mediated by partial depletion of histone H4 impairs DNA synthesis and leads to the formation of recombogenic structures.

To impair nucleosome deposition during DNA replication, a yeast strain (t::HHF2) in which the expression of histone H4 is under the control of the regulated tet promoter was constructed. This strain can be gradually depleted of histone H4. Our results suggest that chromatin assembly is affected in this strain. Thus, partial depletion of histone H4 leads to subtle changes in plasmid superhelical density and chromatin accessibility to MNase, particularly at 0.25 µg of DOX/ml. Also, t::HHF2 cells are delayed in the S and G2/M phases and accumulate as budded cells with a heterogeneous increase in cell size. Our results are reminiscent of those obtained for cells completely depleted of histone H4, which show dramatic changes in plasmid topology and chromatin accessibility and stop growing at the S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle (27). It is worth noting that chromatin assembly factor mutants display phenotypes similar to those of t::HHF2 cells. Thus, yeast mutants lacking the chromatin assembly factor Asf1 accumulate as large cells in S and G2/M phases (60) and display similar alterations in chromatin accessibility to MNase (46). In addition, the superhelical density of the centromeric plasmid pRS316-SU is increased in t::HHF2 and asf1Δ cells (Fig. 2A; 46), whereas the supercoiling of the endogenous 2µm plasmid is decreased in t::HHF2 cells (Fig. 2A) and increased in asf1Δ cells (data not shown; 3). Similar observations have been reported for human cells, in which HIRA-mediated histone repression and expression of a dominant-negative mutation of the chromatin assembly factor p150CAF-1 cause chromatin hypersensitivity and replication defects (40, 67). In this sense, it is worth noting that histone depletion causes S-phase arrest in human cells (40) but S-phase delay and G2/M arrest in yeast cells as determined by flow cytometry (Fig. 6B; 27).

The most relevant observation of this study is that partial depletion of histone H4 increases recombination between ectopic DNA sequences up to 20-fold above wild-type levels. These recombination events are RAD52 dependent, as expected for events occurring by homologous recombination mechanisms. The importance of recombinational repair in cells depleted partially of histone H4 is supported by the severe growth defects of t::HHF2 rad52Δ cells. Notably, recombination was 5- to 10-fold above wild-type levels in hhf1Δ and hhf2Δ single mutants, in which histone H4 RNA levels were reduced to 80% of that of the wild type. Our results strongly suggest that DNA stability is sensitive to slight reductions in the pool of histone H4. In accordance with this idea, deletion of HHF1 has been shown to result in telomeric sequence instability, manifested by changes in their length and sequence organization (61). The effect on recombination is less evident for a deletion of one of the two genes coding for histones H2A and H2B (35). Altogether, these results are consistent with the central role of the H3/H4 tetramer in nucleosome assembly (59).

The increase in recombination and its association with an accumulation of Rad52-YFP foci in t::HHF2 cells are consistent with a general role of proper chromatin assembly in preventing genetic instability. This is strongly supported by our recent observation that yeast cells lacking the chromatin assembly factor Asf1 also display an increase in recombination and an accumulation of Rad52-YFP foci (46). In contrast to cells lacking Asf1, histone H4 depletion does not impair DNA repair, and consequently, this rules out the possibility that the increase in recombination could be due to the channeling of unrepair DNA lesions into homologous recombination. The influence of chromatin assembly in genome integrity is also supported by the observations that a thermosensitive spt6-140 mutation leads to hyperrecombination (35) and that a chromatin assembly factor p150CAF-1 dominant-negative mutant accumulates DNA breaks and induces S-phase arrest in human cells (67). In the same vein, the absence of the yeast chromatin assembly factors CAF-1 and Asf1 leads to gross chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs) (39). These rearrangements are Rad52 and homology independent. Indeed, the frequency of GCRs is synergistically increased in rad52Δ mutants, indicating that homologous recombination partially suppresses GCRs (39). The results of the present study provide evidence that the defects in chromatin assembly also increase genetic instability mediated by homologous recombination.

The tight connection between chromatin assembly and DNA synthesis provides a framework to explain the genetic instability reported here. Defective chromatin assembly could impair DNA synthesis, thus leading to the accumulation of recombogenic structures. Consistent with this interpretation, we have shown that t::HHF2 cells are delayed during S phase and accumulate in G2/M. Also, the observation that hyperrecombination in t::HHF2 cells is not further increased by the presence of the replication inhibitor HU suggests that it results from lesions generated during DNA replication. Indeed, t::HHF2 cells accumulate Rad52-YFP foci (Fig. 7), which have been shown to appear spontaneously and in response to DSBs during the S and G2/M phases (33). Our results are in accordance with the observation that the lethality associated with total depletion of histone H4 occurs in S phase (27). Altogether, these results strengthen the idea that homologous recombination has an important role in the control of the accuracy of DNA replication. Presumably, defective nucleosome assembly increases the basal rate of replication-mediated DNA lesions and, in turn, the requirement of the recombination machinery for the repair of these lesions. Partial depletion of
histone H4 provides a unique tool to study the role of proper chromatin assembly in genome integrity during replication.

We do not yet know the nature of the recombinationogenic structures generated in t::HHF2 cells. DSBs have been extensively shown to induce homologous recombination (43), and it has recently been reported that phosphorylation of histone H2A (P-H2A), which occurs in response to DSBs (14), increases in yeast asf1Δ mutants (46) and in human cells defective in the chromatin assembly factor p150CAF-1 (67). We have not been able to detect P-H2A in t::HHF2 cells (data not shown). Whether DSBs, replication fork blocks, or single-stranded DNA gaps or tails are the primary structures leading to recombination as a consequence of impaired nucleosome assembly remains to be determined.
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